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snipe as an entree but would suspend judgment on the chef's
reputation until after he had sampled the dish. The snipe were
brought and the chef hovered around as the great man began
to eat. His artistic temperament had been touched.
"You claim to be a great connoisseur of food yet you eat
snipe all wrong," commented the chef. "I note that you have
eaten the right leg first."
"What is wrong with eating the right leg first?" demanded
the Minister.
"Just this," responded the chef. "Any one who is familiar
with the habits of snipe knows that this bird stands a great deal
on the right foot. Consequently, the right leg is not the delicate
morsel that it should be. The left leg is the more tender. Most
experts for that reason eat the left leg first and not infre-
quently they leave the right leg uneaten."
Perhaps it was this rebuff to a Minister of War that caused
the latter among others of the f amous club to vote Pernollet
in due time the "Chef of Chefs."
Food entered M. Pernollet's kitchen when in season only.
A king could not have had trout and mushrooms out of
season. Throughout the year, season by season, it was fish,
fowl, the various meats and the concurrent vegetable dishes
at the precise month and week of their primacy.
My appearance at the Auberge Pernollet was on a Sunday
noon. One could hardly describe the fare in English. The
nearest approach to this would be shrimp, chicken, chicken
livers, peas, strawberries and, of course, the inevitable cheeses,
fruits and coffee. Now, let us see where Chef Pernollet came
in on this to earn the title of the world's champion chef.
Shrimp—barquette aux coulis d'ecrevisses—a recipe of
the great-grandfather of the present chef who was the pro-
prietor of the present auberge about 1750. It was a smooth
and delicate cream mixed with a pink paste of the fresh-water

